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Instructor: Dr. Bill Sharkey 
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Readings:  

Readings for each week are found in the George Hall storage/mail room.  You may take the readings out 

for no more than two hours at a time.  This is to give everyone the time to read them.  When you take the 

readings, you must sign the “sign-out” sheet, indicate the date and time you borrowed the readings, and 

indicate the time when you returned the readings.  Please take care of the readings; others will be using 

them as well.  

Overview: 

This course focuses on how people go about achieving their relational goals;  that is, the intentional and 

strategic use of communication in interpersonal relationships.  The course will review major theories, 

concepts, models and research findings on strategic interaction.  Some of the topics that will be discussed 

include: defining intentional communication; mindfulness vs. mindlessness; goals; impression 

management; deception; management of emotions; compliance-gaining; conflict management; power & 

control; relational management; affinity seeking; strategic non-verbal communication; interrogation, and 

more. 

Participation (20%): 

This class will be presented in dialogue form.  Each week, you will have a number of articles to read.  At 

the next class session, I will ask each student to comment on each reading.  Questions such as: what are 

the main points of the author? what are the strengths and weaknesses of the readings? how is the paper 

related to strategic relational communication? Are the claims that the author[s] make valid and logical? 

What claims do you not agree with? And so on.
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Reaction Papers (40%): 

Each week you will read 3-4 articles/chapters dealing with strategic relational communication.  For each 

article/chapter, you are to write a short reaction paper. Reaction papers should NOT be summaries of the 

articles/chapters, but instead, reaction papers should be your own original thoughts, ideas, and critiques of 

the articles/chapters. This assignment requires critical thinking. I am more interested in your ideas and 

responses to the articles rather than a recap of what the class and I already read. Here are a few questions 

to think about while reading the articles/chapters: 

1. What are the strengths and the weaknesses of the article/chapter? 

2. Are the claims that the authors make valid and logical? Why? If not, why? 

3. Are the findings generalizable to the greater population? Explain. 

4. Are there any findings that surprised you? Why? 

5. Given the content of the article/chapter, what do you think researchers should be studying in the future? 

6. What comments/statements/claims in the reading affect you in a positive or negative way?  Explain. 

7. What do you think about the argument(s) that is(are) made? 

8. What would you add to the argument(s) to strengthen the position(s)/claim(s)? 

 

There are many different ways to approach a reaction paper, and I do not expect you to address all of the 

questions above. Also, you may want to address issues that are not expressed above. Each response paper 

should be 1-2 pages in length.  Get to the point. 

Writing the Reaction Paper: 

• Reactions papers should have thesis statements. 

• You need to plan your papers carefully. One to two page papers are not very long. You need to express yourself in a 

concise and direct manner and pick out the most important ideas to write about. 

• Challenge yourself! Do your best to come up with original ideas and thoughts that can be used for class discussion. 

• Critiquing the author’s writing style is not an acceptable reaction paper. I want you to focus on the content of the 

articles. 

• Although I will be concerned with your writing style, grammar, punctuation, etc., I am mainly interested in the content of 

your paper, how well you developed your arguments, the logic of your arguments, and clarity of original thought.  This is 

where the bulk of your grade will come from.  All reaction paper grades will then be averaged for the overall reaction 

paper grade. 

• No late papers will be accepted 

• I encourage you to discuss the papers with each other outside of class; however, the actual writing of the papers need to be 

your own work and ideas. 

 

 

Literature Review and Research Questions/Hypotheses (40%): 
 

You have three options to choose from: 
  1. You may write a research proposal for intentional/strategic interpersonal interactions which includes a rationale, a 

lit review, the development of research question(s) and/or hypotheses, and a proposed method section. 

  2.  You may write a comprehensive literature review of any topic dealing with intentional/strategic interpersonal 

communication. 

 3. You may write a concept/theory paper that develops or extends previous ideas covered in class. 

 

Any one of these options may be used as a path toward a thesis, conference paper, or publication.  I will be more than willing 

to help you with each of these goals.  Each of the above options must be approved by the professor. 
 
Regardless of your choice, you will be expected to present your paper/research to the class during the last class of the semester.  

The paper/research and presentation of the paper/research will be worth 40% of your grade, 10% for your paper presentation 

(last day of class–15 minutes and 10 minutes for discussion and questions) and 30% for the actual paper. 




